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ABSTRACT 
A new derivation is given for the generalized singular value decomposition of two 
matrices X and F having the same number of rows. It is shown how this decomposi- 
tion reveals the structure of the general Gauss-Markov linear model (y, X/3, a”FF’), 
and exhibits the structure and solution of the generalized linear least squares problem 
used to provide the best linear unbiased estimator for the model. The decomposition is 
used to prove optimal&y of the estimator and to reveal the structure of the covariance 
matrix of the error of the estimator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned here with two main objects: estimation in the general 
Gauss-Markov linear model (GLM), and the generalized singular value de- 
composition (GSVD). We will use the GLM to motivate the GSVD, and the 
GSVD to exhibit the structure and sensitivity of the GLM. The exposition 
deals only with theoretical properties of these objects, but some of the 
formulations and ideas are motivated by good computational practice, and 
reference will be made to this where appropriate. 
The general linear model and the resulting generalized linear least squares 
problems are quite familiar, but because the generalized singular value 
decomposition is relatively recent and somewhat unfamiliar, care will be 
taken to present it clearly and to indicate its importance for general linear 
models. The development also leads to an easy derivation of what is known as 
the CS decomposition of an orthogonal matrix, and since this is a useful 
theoretical tool, it will be included for completeness. 
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Here X( n X q) 
b and b are estimators 
for /3. The symbols E(u), Y’-( ) 2, re p resent the mean and variance-covariance 
y=xp+w, E(w)=O, Y-(w) = a2W = 02FF’. (1.1) 
Here the vector y, the n X q matrix X, and the n X n symmetric nonnegative 
definite variance-covariance matrix W are known, while w is a random error 
vector, u ’ is an unknown fixed scalar, and we wish to estimate the fixed 
vector of parameters p. If W has rank k, then the matrix F in (1.1) will be 
chosen to have linearly independent columns, so F will be n x k. For 
computational reasons it is preferable to use F rather than W (see for example 
[l]), and so we replace (1.1) by 
y=Xj3+Fu, E(u) = 0, Y-(u) = 02z,, (1.2) 
since the two are equivalent (see for example [2]). These properties of u will 
be expressed as u - (0, a2Z). 
When X has linearly independent columns, the estimator L of p in (1.2) 
that we will consider is the solution to the algebraic generalized linear least 
squares problem (GLLS) [3] 
minimize v’v 
D,C 
subject to y = Xb + Fv, (I.31 
for y, X, and F in (1.2). This estimator has error covariance 
(1.4) 
For general F and X it is shown in [3] that the solution & to GLLS (1.3) leads 
to the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) for any estimable linear function 
of /3 in the GLM (1.2), and that GLLS has several important computational 
advantages. 
The name “generalized linear least squares” is used to emphasize the 
relation of (1.3) to the linear least squares problem (LLS) obtained when 
F = Z, and in LLS the singular value decomposition (SVD) of X provides a 
clear picture of the structure and sensitivity of (1.2) (1.3), and (1.4) when 
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F = I; see [4] to [6]. It can also be used to give a simple proof that b in GLLS 
is the BLUE for p in GLM (when F = Z and X has linearly independent 
columns). 
The main purpose of this exposition is to introduce the generalized 
singular value decomposition (GSVD) of any two matrices F and X having 
the same number of rows, to motivate it via GLLS and the GLM, and to show 
how it provides the same sort of information for these that the SVD provides 
for LLS and the ordinary linear model. In Section 2 we will give a new 
derivation of the GSVD, and a quick proof of the closely related CS 
decomposition of an orthogonal matrix. In Section 3 we show how the GSVD 
relates to the GLM. The GSVD is used in Section 3.1 to exhibit the structure 
of the GLM, in Section 3.2 to solve GLLS, in Section 3.3 to obtain the error 
covariance, and in Section 3.5 to prove optimality of the GLLS estimator i?. 
Section 3.4 introduces some necessary material on linear unbiased estimators 
for use in Section 3.5. 
2. THE GENERALIZED SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 
The derivation of the generalized singular value decomposition in [lo] is 
not straightforward, and so we give a more direct presentation here. To 
motivate it as an obvious generalization of the singular value decomposition, 
we consider the following special case involving the general linear model. 
When F is nonsingular we can write Fp ’ y = Fp ‘Xp + u in (1.2) and 
(1.3) (see for example [4] and [7]) an d use the singular value decomposition of 
F- ‘X to exhibit some of the structure and sensitivity of the problem. Thus 
there exist orthogonal matrices U (n X n) and V (4 X q) giving 
U’F-‘XV= D = 
nxq 
(2.1) 
where D, (r x T) is a positive definite diagonal matrix with the same rank as 
X. When F is not square this is not possible, and using F+X, where F+ is the 
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, is theoretically invalid; see [B] and [9]. Even 
when F is nonsingular it is computationally risky to work with F-IX (see 
[3]), and so in general it makes sense to reformulate (2.1) with no inverse: 
Xv= FUD= [xv,,01 = [FU,D,,O], 
v= P,>V,l> u= w,> q.1, (2.2) 
where U, and V, each have r columns. 
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This is essentially the generalized singular value decomposition of X and 
nonsingular F having the same number of rows [lo], and in this case it is 
equivalent to the singular value decomposition of F-‘X. We see the orthogo- 
nal transformations have separated the column spaces of X and F into: 
(i) a common column space 9?( FU,) = .92( Xvi) of maximum dimension, 
(ii) a maximum number of zero columns XV,, and 
(iii) the remaining .!2(FU,) having no nonzero element in the common 
column space. 
The key object is the common column space, and in it we have arranged 
for the corresponding columns of XV, and FU, to be parallel, with the ratio 
of column norms being the singular values of F-IX. This can be done for any 
common column space; in fact we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A and B be n X q matrices such that 9(A) = 9(B) has 
dimension q. Then there exist orthogonal matrices U and V and positive 
diagonal q X q matrices S and C such that 
AUS = BVC, s2 + c2 = I. 
Proof. We have A = BG for unique q X q G with singular value decom- 
position G=VDV’, so AU=BVD. Taking S2=(D2+Z)-’ and C=DS 
gives the result. n 
Clearly corresponding columns of AU and BV are parallel. We will now 
develop the generalized singular value decomposition for general X and F 
having the same number of rows. One form of this will be a decomposition 
like (2.2) with properties (i) (ii) and (iii) above, only now we will also have the 
equivalent of (ii) for F and the equivalent of (iii) for X. 
Thus consider orthogonal U and V giving 
FU= [FU,,FU,,FU,], xv= [xv,,xv,,xv,]. (2.3) 
These may be chosen so FU, = 0, XV, = 0, while [ FU,, FU,] has linearly 
independent columns, as does [XV,, XV,]. The U and V may also be chosen 
so that 
.9?(FU,)=.9?(XV2)=R(F)n9(X) (2.4) 
is the common space. It was pointed out by an Editor that the decomposition 
of F in (2.3) corresponds to the decomposition of L in the unpublished Ph.D. 
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dissertation by Alalouf [21, Lemma 1.3.13, pp. 19-201, though the equivalent 
decomposition of X is not stated there. 
Now from Lemma 2.1 we can also ensure FU,S = XV&, giving 
..(’ S ,I=XVi’ C o), (2.5) 
s2 + ca = I, 
which is the generalization of (2.2). This could be taken as the generalized 
singular value decomposition of F and X; however, we will transform this 
into an equivalent form which will be more useful here. First we note the 
following. 
LEMMA 2.2. If [A, B] has linearly independent columns and [B, K] has 
linear1 y independent columns, and 
B(B)= B([A, B])nW([B, KI), (2.6) 
then [A, B, K] has linearly independent columns. 
Proof. If [A, B, K ] has linearly dependent columns, then since A and 
[B, K] each have linearly independent columns, there is a nonzero vector 
z E 9(A) C %‘([A, B]) which also satisfies z E %‘[( B, K]). But from (2.6) this 
means z E .9(B), the common column space, which is a contradiction, since 
[A, B] has linearly independent columns. n 
From this lemma and the choice of U and V in (2.3) [see (2.4)], we have 
that [ FU,, FU,, XV’] has linearly independent columns, and so there exists an 
orthogonal matrix Q giving, with (2.5), 
Q’[ FU,, FU2C-’ = XV&‘, XV,] = 
R, RI2 flu 
R2 R23 
R3 
0 
\ 
where R is upper triangular and nonsingular with positive diagonal elements. 
By multiplying each of Vi and V, by further orthogonal matrices and 
applying further orthogonal matrices from the left, we could also make R, 
and R, diagonal with positive elements. This leads to the following key result. 
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THEOREM 2.3. For any real matrices F( n X k) and X( n X 9) there exist 
orthogonal matrices Q(n x n), U(k x k), and V(9 x 9) so that 
-- 
k Y 
c2 + s2 = I, 
where R is nansingular and upper triangular with positive diagonal elements, 
and C and S are positive defanite diagonal matrices. We can further choose R 
to have the form in (2.7) with diagonal R, and R,. 
This is the form of the generalized singular value decomposition we will 
use here. It has the same form as that in [lo], and is more general and in a 
computationally more desirable form than the original decomposition in [II]. 
It can be computed using orthogonal transformations alone; see [ 121, [ 131, and 
[14]. The first two methods arise from the constructive derivation in [IO], 
while the third approaches the problem more directly in a manner somewhat 
related to the development here. 
The normalization in Lemma 2.1 has been chosen so that the rows of the 
matrix multiplying R in (2.8) are orthogonal, and so the singular values of R 
are the nonzero singular values of [F, X]. Because of this, Theorem 2.3 
specializes to another very useful theoretical and computational tool, which 
we now exhibit. This is not used elsewhere in the paper, but we include it 
because it is so closely related to the generalized singular value decomposition 
and follows simply from the previous theorem, and because it is very useful in 
statistical as well as other areas; see for example [20]. 
THEOREM 2.4. For any n rows [P,,, P,,] of a (k + 9 )-square orthogonal 
matrix P, with P,, n x k and P,, n X 9, there exist orthogonal matrices Q 
(n x n), U(k x k), and V(9 x 9) such that 
Q'[r,d~21(o v = u "1 i' c 01 O s zi; 
-- 
k 4 
c2 -I- s2 = I, 
(2.9) 
where C and S are positive definite diagonal matrices. 
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Proof. Putting [F, X] = [P,,, P,,] in (2.8) and using PP’ = Z gives RR’ 
= I,, so R = I, in Theorem 2.3, and the result follows. n 
COROLLARY 2.5. There also exists orthogonal W(m x m), m = q + k - n 
such that 
Proof From the transpose of (2.9), there exist orthogonal 0, Q, and W 
such that 
Z 
e 
0 
0 
s 
Z 
But in (2.9), Q’PJJ gives the SVD of P,,, so Q’P,,G= Q’P,,U, and 
therefore c = C and 3 = S, and there are orthogonal u and 0 such that 
fii?= W, OQ = Q, leading to the first n rows and k columns in (2.10). The 
last block follows from orthogonality. n 
This is called the CS decomposition [12], with C and S corresponding 
loosely to cosine and sine. This decomposition is implicit in [15] and was 
stated explicitly in [16] for the case k = n, and in [IO] for the general case. 
3. THE GSVD AND THE GENERAL LINEAR MODEL 
We will show how effective the generalized singular value decomposition 
is in dealing with the general Gauss-Markov linear model. First we will see 
how it reveals the structure of the model, then how it can be used to solve the 
generalized linear least squares problem, which we know provides best linear 
unbiased estimators for the model. We will then use it to reveal the structure 
of the error covariance, and to give another proof that the generalized linear 
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least squares problem does provide estimators with the required optimal 
properties. All these results are easy to derive and understand because the 
generalized singular value decomposition lays bare the essential elements 
quite clearly. 
3.1. Structure of the General Linear Model 
In order to reveal the structure in the model we apply the orthogonal 
transformations in (2.8) to the model (1.2) to give 
Q’y = Q’XWIp + Q’FUU’u, U’u - (0, o?), (3.1) 
which on writing pi = V,‘p, u, = U,‘u, becomes 
It follows that QQy = 0, corresponding to y E B([ X, F]); otherwise the model 
is incorrect. 
We then have from (2.7) 
(3.3) 
which decomposes the model into the following structural elements: 
(i) p, has no effect on y and cannot be estimated. Clearly & and & do 
affect y, and we write, partitioning V as in (3.1) and (3.2), 
p = p(n) +p , /j(n) = v p 1 1, PCP) = V,P, + V,P, (3.4) 
and refer to B(e) as the estimable part of /I, and /3(“) as the nonestimable 
part. Of course from (2.8), a(V,) = N(X) and /3(“) E N(X). 
(ii) We have the deterministic equation 
Y3 = R,&> (3.5) 
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where y, is not a random vector and so & can be determined exactly. This is 
an important possibility in the general linear model which is not exhibited by 
the ordinary linear model. It is only possible if F does not have full row rank, 
that is, if W in (1.1) is singular. 
(iii) & can be estimated directly from 
d, A R,‘(y, - R&) = S/I, + Cu,, a2 - (0, aw, (3.6) 
where of course d, is known once y is observed. 
(iv) The random vector ui can be found exactly by solving the system of 
equations in (3.3) once y is observed. Since ur - (0, a2Z) this is a vector of 
uncorrelated regression residuals (see [7]) and can be used in estimating u2 or 
in testing for serial correlation; see for example [17]. 
(v) The random vector ug has no effect on y. Of course, if we insist that 
F have linearly independent columns, then (2.8) and (3.2) show us has no 
elements. 
The transformed model (3.3) also reveals the sensitivity of the observed yi 
to the unknown pi and random ui, especially if we have arranged for R, and 
R, to be diagonal. If we assume this, then briefly we can see if R, has some 
very small singular values, the corresponding elements of & will not affect y3 
strongly, and it will be correspondingly difficult to compute these elements 
accurately in the presence of additional measurement or rounding errors. Of 
course & will usually affect ys and yi, but only y3 is used in computing &. 
Similarly, if R, has some very small singular values, then the corresponding 
elements of ur will not be strongly reflected in yi, and it will be difficult to 
compute these elements accurately in the presence of errors. Of course & etc. 
affect y1 too, and inaccuracies here will also lead to inaccuracies in comput- 
ing uI. A similar argument holds for d, = S/3, + Cu,. On top of this we see 
that if S has some very small diagonal elements, then the corresponding 
elements of C will be close to unity, and the effect of some elements of /& on 
d, will tend to be very small compared with some elements of ~a. 
3.2. Solution of the Generalized Linear Least Squares Problem 
Since the linear constraints in (1.3) correspond exactly to the linear model 
we transformed in (3.1) to (3.3) the generalized singular value decomposition 
transforms the generalized linear least squares problem (1.3) to the following 
simpler form: minimize uiui + LL$,V~ subject to vi, 02, b,, b, satisfying 
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where we have assumed in (1.3) y E 9([ X, F]), so that a solution exists, and 
have written b: = V;‘b, vi = Vi%. 
Let 8,, a,, b,, &, solve (3.7). For i, = V,6, + V&s + V,S, in (1.3) we take 
8, = 0, and we note that b, = Vr’b, which cannot affect the outcome, does not 
appear in the formulation. Thus if we take b, = 0, we will obtain the 
minimum 2-norm solution ^b in (1.3) with general X, and ?I = Vsb, + V,&, will 
then be an estimator for PC”) in (3.4). Next we see the constraints can be 
solved for i?,, 
d,=Sb,+Cv,, (3.8) 
and 6,, and these three vectors are then fixed. The only freedom we have in 
minimizing the sum of squares in (3.7) is in choosing b, and v2 in (3.8). The 
solution to (3.7) is therefore given by 
8,=0, S”h, = d,, (3.9) 
so the generalized singular value decomposition makes the solution obvious. 
Of course there are more direct ways of solving the problem; see [3]. 
3.3. The Error Covariance 
The generalized linear least squares problem (3.7) gave estimates C,, 
6, = 0, b,, and nbs satisfying [see (3.3)] 
which on being transformed by R ’ gives the important results 
&=P3, Cl = ul, 
S(& - P,) = cu,, u2 - (0, a2Z). (3.11) 
Thus & is given exactly, PI cannot be estimated, and the estimator lb2 of P2 
has error 
&2=&2-p2, t, - (0, a2S -Zc2). (3.12) 
The generalized singular value decomposition has therefore not only decom- 
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posed the space of 8 = VIP, + I?,&, + V,& into its deterministic part V3&, its 
nonestimable part V1,BI, and its estimable part V,&, but it has also decom- 
posed the error Ib, of the generalized linear least squares estimator into 
uncorrelated elements for which the relative sizes of the variances are known. 
This emphasizes a key property of the generalized singular value decom- 
position (2.8) of F and X, and that is that R in (2.8) contains the co?mon 
part of F and X. Thus while u2 in (3.10) leads to the random part of b, via 
both X and F, R does not affect the sensitivity of ^b, to u2. Instead R 
cancels out, and only the positive diagonal matrices C and S are involved in 
the key relation (3.11) between u2 and Ib,. 
Of course, in the computation of g2 from 
(3.13) 
we see that part of R does affect the sensitivity of “b, to both rounding and 
additional measurement errors in y, and so the sensitivity of the numerical 
problem of computing b, differs from the sensitivity of &, to the random 
vector us. 
3.4. Unbiased Linear Estimators 
Some basic theory is needed in order to consider optimality of estimators. 
The concept of estimating estimable functions of the unknown vector p in the 
model (1.2) is standard and may help in a theory based for example on 
generalized inverses, but in the present analysis it is much simpler and quite 
sufficient to estimate the estimable part pee) of ,B in (3.4) alone. Of course 
/I(‘) is an estimable linear function of p, but it is the only one we need 
consider here, and it contains everything we can find out about p from the 
linear model. Thus it will be sufficient to seek an unbiased estimator for p(e). 
For completeness we will restate the definition of an estimator and of an 
unbiased estimator in terms of j3ce) alone. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An estimator of the estimable part flee) of the vector of 
4 parameters p in the general linear model 
y=Xfi+Fu, u-(0,a2Z) 
p =pC@+ppcn), PCe)s a(xq, p’EN(X), (3.14) 
is any deterministic vector function of y having 4 elements. A linear 
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estimator of PC”’ is any linear function b 2 u + Ay of y with fixed vector a 
and matrix A having q rows. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An estimator b of the part PC”) p in 
is said be unbiased if 
&( b _ ,@‘) = 0 (3.15) 
for all feasible PC’) in (3.14). 
Here the last line emphasizes that (3.15) does not have to hold for all 
q-vectors PC’), only those of the form PC’) = V,& + V$,,. 
For the present weAconsider_ the solution of the generalized linear least 
squares problem. Let b, and b, be as given in (3.10); then since R is 
nonsingular, V,&, + V’s&, is a linear estimator for flCP’. When L gives the 
minimum 2-norm solution to (1.3), we have 
^b =v,^b, +V,^b,) p = v,p, + #8”‘, #lP=v,p,+v,p,, 
(3.16) 
and so from (3.11) 
?,-p”‘=v,(~,-p,)=v,s~‘cu,, (3.17) 
b( ^b - p(e)) = 0, 
and i? is a linear unbiased estimator for p (‘). If we choose any other solution 
to (1.3) then &(b - PC”)) = Vib, z 0 and we do not have an unbiased 
estimator. 
We will want to compare ^b with other unbiased estimators, so let b be 
any linear estimator of P(e), then from Definition 3.1, (3.1) and (3.2), writing 
fi = R diag( I, S, Z ), 
V’b=a+A(‘;i 01 Q’y=a+[A,,A,,A,] 
(3.18) 
for some a and A = [A,, A,, A,, A41 having q rows. Since y E 9([F, Xl). 
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A, does not contribute. It follows from Definition 3.2 that for b to be an 
unbiased estimator of PC”‘, one must have 
&(V’b) = a + A,& + As& = V’p’“’ 
(3.19) 
for all feasible pee) in the model, that is, for all & and &. It follows 
A,, = I, A, = I, and the remaining a i and Ai j in (3.19) are zero, so 
from (3.18) and (3.17). 
that 
that 
b - /3(e’= VA,u, •t V,S-‘Cu 29 
=&-/3’“‘+VA,u,, (3.20) 
and the choice of A, characterizes the different linear unbiased estimators b 
for pee). 
3.5. Optimulity of the Estimator 
Now that we have shown that the minimum 2-norm solution ^b of the 
generalized linear least squares problem (1.3) is a linear unbiased estimator for 
P(‘) in (3.14), we wiIl show that it is optimal. Consider the mean squared 
error of a linear estimator b = a + Ay of /3(“), 
E( Ilb - p@)(lz) = a’u +2aV(Ay -/I@))+ 8( (IAy - /3@)(12), 
(3.21) 
where by equating the derivative with respect to a to zero we get the 
standard result: 
LEMMA 3.3. The minimum meun squared error linear estimator is unbi- 
used. 
Thus in seeking the minimum of (3.21) we need only consider estimators 
of the form b in (3.20). Such a b has error covariance 
V( b - ,3@)) = VA,A’iV’ + V2S2C2V,l 
= Y( b - /3’“‘) + VA,A;V’, (3.22) 
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and all eigenvalues of this are minimized by taking A, = 0 in (3.20) which 
gives b = &. Thus ^b is the minimum error covariance linear unbiased estima- 
tor. Now from (3.21) and (3.22) 
c?( I/b - ~Cp)~~z) = traceV(b - p(‘)) 
= b( 16 -P’e’l12)+ llAJ2, (3.23) 
which again is minimized by taking A, = 0. We summarize these results as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. The minimum 2-norm solution ^h to the generalized linear 
least squares problem 
minimize 0’0 
b. L’ 
subject to y = Xb + Fv (3.24) 
is a linear unbiased estimator for the estimable part /3(” of the vector of 
parameters /3 in the general Gauss-Markov linear model 
y=Xp+Fu, u-(O,a21), 
p = pee, +P(“) /?(‘)E Jz(X’), P(“)E N(X). (3.25) 
81 is the minimum mean squared error linear estimator for /Ice), and for any 
other linear unbiased estimator b for pCej, 
V( b - PC’)) - V( & - ,@)) (3.26) 
is nonnegative definite. 
It is useful to compare this result with the corresponding one in [3]. In 
that paper it is shown that if c’b is an estimable linear function of p in (3.25) 
and b is any solution to (3.24), then c’b is the best linear unbiased estimator 
for c’p. Since c’p being estimable implies there exists a vector d such that 
c’= d’X we see > 
c’b = cl& and c;(3 = c’/~(~I 
It follows that here we take c’^b as our estimator for c//3. A desirable aspect of 
the present approach of estimating PC’) is that it forces us to take the unique 
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minimum 2-norm solution 2, of (3.24), whereas any solution will do if we are 
considering estimable linear functions c’fi. It is not only preferable from a 
theoretical point of view to have a unique solution, but numerically it is wise 
to seek ^b, since solutions b of large 2-norm are likely to have larger rounding 
errors which tend to remain after the inner product c’b is computed. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have given a straightforward derivation of the generalized singular 
value decomposition and shown its theoretical usefulness in exhibiting the 
structure of both the general Gauss-Markov linear model and the generalized 
linear least squares problem that provides an estimator for this model, as well 
as the error covariance of this estimator. We have also used it to prove 
optimality of this estimator. 
Since the generalized singular value decomposition can be used to solve 
the generalized linear least squares problem, it can be used in practice to 
compute optimal estimates. However, computing the generalized singular 
value decomposition is necessarily an iterative process, and there are much 
quicker direct ways of solving GLLS; see for example [3]. These direct 
methods are very much faster if the matrices in the model have some sparsity 
structure (see for example [18]), or if we wish to update the solution by 
adding or discarding information (see for example [19]), and we would rarely 
consider the generalized singular value decomposition for such problems. 
Nevertheless, if the problem is not too large, then since computing power is 
generally so cheap, it will often make sense to consider using the generalized 
singular value decomposition for obtaining optimal estimates, at least when 
code for it becomes part of widely available and reliable subroutine packages. 
This is because the added information on structure and sensitivity that it 
provides can be very helpful in understanding the problem. 
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